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Objectives 
• To describe existing and novel 

approaches to public health 

management of gonococcal infection 

• To discuss advances in Infection 

Prevention and Control pertinent to 

management of C difficile and CPO’s 

Epidemiology 

& 

Prevention 

Big 
3 



Drug-Resistant Neisseria gonorrhea 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
820,000 GC infections per year246,000 drug-resistant GC infections per year



Gonorrhea in Canada 1927-2012 
Rate per 100,000 population 
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1. Rate of Gonorrhea in Canada per 100,000 people per year over the last 90 years2. Rates have dropped but have been climbing since 1997.These overall rates (representing the entire population) also obscure the real crisis in the highest risk risk groups.



Chlamydia and Gonorrhea in Canada 
Rates Per 100,000 1991-2012 
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1. GC is the second most common bacterial STI2. Both Chlamydia and GC have been Increasing since 1997



Gonorrhea in Canada 1991-2012 
Rate per 100,000 in Men 20-24 and Women 15-19 
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Rates of Gonorrhea have tripled in men in the high risk age group of 20-24 and have doubled in women between 15-24.Very high rates in the early 1990’s with drop-off to approximately 71 in men and 91 in womenRates have doubled in men to 140 – also approx. 140 in womenIn women, the 20-24 age group have become the age group with the highest rates in the last few years



Ceftriaxone 
≥0.125µg/mL 

Azithromycin 
≥2.0µg/mL 
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Presentation Notes
1.These are data from the U.S. Gonococcal surveillance system2. NO Cefixime data for 2007 or 20083. Elevated MIC’s to Cefixime were noted in 1.4% of isolates in 2010 and 20114. Though not particularly high, the Rapidity of rise in resistance and reports of failure of Cefixime from Japan and Europe led to sounding of the alarms5. The decline in resistance in 2012 may be the result of changes in management strategies introduced in 2010-11  (increased Ceftriaxone dose and combo with Azi)GISP is the CDC gonococcal isolate surveillance project established in 1986 as a sentinel surveillance system to monitor trends in antimicrobial susceptibilities.  Data are collected from approx. 26 sentinel survellance sites around the country.Note that Cefixime data weren’t collected in 2007 and 2008 (not felt to be necessary?)Overall the rates of reduced susceptibilities are low.  However, the rapidity of rise of reduced susceptibility to Cefixime over 5 years coupled with reports of treatment failures to both cefixime and ceftriaxone in Japan and Europe prompted the CDC to sound the alarmSome believe that the reduced resistance rate to Cefixime in 2012 may be due to a change in treatment to the increased dose of Ceftriaxone (250mg) and additoin of a second drug (Azi)



Allen, V.G. et al, and Low, D.E. JAMA 2013;309:163-170. 

“The rate of clinical failure following treatment with Cefixime at 
a Toronto clinic was relatively high.” 

Kirkcaldy, R.D, et al. JAMA 2013;209:185-187 

“The threat of drug-resistant Gonorrhea is increasing and has 
reached North America.”     The time to act is now. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vanessa Allen and colleagues from Toronto - This was the first description of clinical failure of Cefixime oral therapy for GC in North America.  (data from 2011-12)Retrospective cohort study of 291 individuals with culture positive GC – 133 had test of cure – overall failure rate in those with test of cure was 7% - failure rate was 25% if Cefixime MIC was greater than 0.12 and 2% if the MIC was less than 0.12The risk of failure was 25% in those with an MIC ≥ 0.12 c/w 1.9% if the MIC was < 0.12 (RR 13)(N.B. Only approx. half of patients returned for test-of-cure – it isn’t known what happened to the others and therefore the RR is difficult to estimate with precision.)For years, GC has been easily treated with Oral Antibiotics – sulfonamides (1940’s) , penicillins, tetracyclines, (1970’s and 80’s) FQ’s(2007)  and oral 3rd Gen Cephs, but progressive resistance has limited options.  Failure of Cephalosporins has been reported by the early 2000’s. Cefixime is no longer a first choice anywhere but Canada, where 800 mg. is recommended (though pharmakokinetic modelling suggests minimal benefit of 800 over 400mg.)



The Colbert Report        January 21, 2013 



The Colbert Report        January 21, 2013 



Cefixi-ME no longer Cefixi—YOU 
(or anyone else) 

The Colbert Report        January 21, 2013 
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Cifixi-ME not longer Cifixi—You (or anyone else)



N. gonorrhoeae with Reduced 
Susceptibilities in Canada 2008-2013 
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In Canada reduced susceptibility to Cefixime and Ceftriaxone peaked in 2010-2011 and have been declining since



Resistance and Treatment 
Failures are Not Widespread 

BUT:  the prospect of an era of 

untreatable gonorrhea calls for urgent 

new strategies for treatment and public 

health control measures 
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AND there is the potential for loss of oral therapy (and there have been shortages of Cefixime)



Pharynx and the Evolution of Antimicrobial 
Resistance in Neisseria gonorrhoeae 

• Very common (especially 

MSM), asymptomatic 

and Not Screened 

• Eradication more difficult 

• Reservoir – Promotes 

Emergence of Resistance 

Barbee, L.A.  Curr Opin Infect Dis 2014;27:282-287.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pharyngeal infection with GC is increasingly recognized as important in emergence of drug resistance.It is common, usually asymptomatic and not often screened forDrug levels are typically lower in the phyarynx and eradication is more difficultA persisting reservoir in the pharyngx and opportunity for sharing of DNA with other organisms may promote emergence of resistanceInfections of the phyarynx are very common in some populations – esp. MSM and others (sex workers)Though routine screening of MSM is recommended, it isn’t done – NAAT is very sensitive but screening of MSM is often missed and there are no recommendations for womenEradication from pharyngeal sites has consistently been shown to be more difficult than from urogenital (or anogenital) sites:There may be differntial host mucosal immunityThere may be some selection of strains that are more fit and with a predilection to the oropharynxAntimicrobials may not achieve high enough concentrations for long enough to eradcite carriage in the oropharynxAt least some AMR has arisen becaue of acquisition of resistance genes from connensal Neisseria in the oropharynx



WHO 2012 Action Plan 

http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications/2012/9789241503501_eng.pdf?ua=1 



WHO Action Plan:  Key Populations 

• Sex Workers and Their Clients 

• MSM 

• Injection Drug Users 

• STI Clinic Attendees 

• Other groups based on local evidence 

http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications/2012/9789241503501_eng.pdf?ua=1 
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Other groups:  (eg. Oilfield Workers in Fort MacMurray)



Edmonton Journal February 9, 2015 



MORE 
Gonorrhea 

LESS 
Gonorrhea 
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Edmonton Journal January 17, 2015



Focus in Canada 
• Promote appropriate lab testing   (culture) 

• Optimal treatment 

• Test-of-cure 

• Detection, reporting and re-treatment of 

those who fail initial treatment 



Importance of Cultures for GC 
Culture + NAAT 
• Where culture is 

available, it is 
recommended that 
both NAAT & Culture 
be used in order to: 
– Individual strain 

susceptibility 
– Surveillance for drug 

resistance in Canada 

Send Cultures For: 
• Symptomatic Disease 

• MSM 

• Women with PID 

• Acquired in areas with 
high rates of AMR 

• Treatment failures 



Test of Cure 
• Follow up CULTURES from all positive 

sites 3-7 days after completing therapy 

• (Or NAAT 2-3 weeks following treatment) 



Test of Cure - CRITICAL 
• Symptoms or Signs persist post-therapy 

• Pharyngeal infections 

• Non-Standard Treatment 

• Case linked to drug resistant or treatment 

failure case 



Treatment Failure 
• Positive CULTURE taken ≥ 72h following 

treatment* 
• Positive NAAT taken 2-3 weeks after 

treatment* 
• Presence of intracellular gram-negative 

diplococci on microscopy taken ≥ 72h 
following treatment* 

* In absence of sex during 
post-treatment period 
and possible reinfection 



Partner (Contact) Tracing 

Trace, Test and Treat 

all contacts in the last 60 days 



Re-screen All Individuals 

Diagnosed with GC after 6 mos 



Prevention & Control 
Screen all sexually active women ≤ 25y 

Screen women >25y deemed at risk 

Screen all MSM – include rectum and pharynx 

Recommend Condoms 



NML Enhanced GC Surveillance 

5 Sentinel Sites 
across Canada 
submit isolates 

with clinical data 
to link lab and epi 
data to enhance 
understanding of 

GC AMR 

* * * * * 

Presenter
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Molecular Epidemiology projects ongoing at NML



NG-MAST 
por and tbpB 

Sequence Typing 

Whole Genome 
Sequencing to 

investigate strain 
relatedness, social 

networking and AMR 

SNP Assay for Detection of AMR-GC 
Molecular Assay for Resistance in GC 

PHAC Webinar Antimicrobial Resistance – Gonococcal Infections October 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Molecular Epidemiology projects ongoing at NMLNG-MAST is a typing system to monitor prevalent clones – the ST1407 clone is known to be associated with high Cephalosporin MIC’s and treatment failures – peaked in 2011 in Canada and is declining.Projects are ongoing to define Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms that will correlate with antimicrobial resistance – sensitivity and specificity aren’t there yet but ultimately should allow virtual phenotypingA whole genome sequencing project is also underway to explore strain relatedness, social networking and resistanceNG-MAST sequence typing is an internationally used typing system based on sequencing 2 genes – ST-1407 is a clone that is associated with high Cephalosporin MIC’s and associated with treatment failures – prevalence peaked in 2011 and has been decliningThe goal of the SNP Assay is to develop real-time single nucleotide polymorphisms (SM=NP) detection of known mutations correlating with antimicrobial resistance in GC – thus far, sensitivity and specificity are not high enough an there is cross-reactivity with other Neisseria species



Delaying Resistance in GC 
• Culture (vs NAAT) 
• Stick to recommended treatment 

– Increased dosage 
– Combination therapy 
– IM vs PO treatment for cases requiring higher 

tissue penetration to achieve cure (Pharyngeal 
Infection, PID, Epididymitis) 

• Test of Cure 

PHAC Webinar Antimicrobial Resistance – Gonococcal Infections October 2014 



There’s an App for That! 



There’s an 
App for That! 

Controlling GC Resistance 

Culture 

Recommended Treatment 

Test of Cure 

Contact Tracing & Treatment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Screen Shot from the recently released Canadian STI Guidelines



“Would you like to come up with me, young sir—you will not be disappointed, come.” 

CID Cover Art 
Feb. 1, 2015 

Gerard 1830 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GC and STI’s in Popular CultureOn the cover: Two Young Men Are Approached by a Prostitute. 1830. Lithograph by Jean-Ignace-Isidore-Gerard (professional name: J. J. Grandville, 1803–1847). French. The Wellcome Library, London. Reproduced with permission.Using his grandparents' professional stage name, Grandville was already an acclaimed satirical cartoonist by age 25 following his publication of Les Métamorphoses du jour (1828–29), a series of seventy scenes in which individuals with the bodies of men and faces of animals are made to play a human comedy. In Paris the following year, Grandville's lithograph appeared, depicting a skeleton (prostitute) holding a mask with the enticement, “Would you like to come up with me, young sir—you will not be disappointed, come.” Syphilis, estimated to have affected 15% of the population of Paris, was considered as being transported into influential families by prostitutes or women of the working class. By seducing the husband to commit adultery, these women threatened the integrity of the social order and by transmitting syphilis, played a pivotal role in the degeneration of society. Once identified, prostitutes suspected of having syphilis were required to submit to weekly medical examinations by a police physician who was allotted approximately one minute for each exam. If regarded as infected, women were imprisoned at the Prison-Hospital Saint-Lazare until they were deemed “cured.” During the period 1871–1903 over 700 000 women were arrested under such circumstances.(Mary & Michael Grizzard, Cover Art Editors)





CDC warns untreatable gonorrhea 
could spread like wildfire 

http://io9.com/cdc-study-warns-untreatable-gonorrhea-could-spread-like-1543978487 



“You’re full of moxie – also, gonorrhea.” 



Clostridium 
difficile 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spore-forming  -  one of the most important features as it is the spores that are produced that contaminate healthcare facilities and are the infectious form



U.S. CDC Antibiotic Resistance Threats, April 2013 

250,000 Infections 14,000 Deaths  1 B Dollars 

URGENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
250,000 Infections  -  14,000 deaths  -  1 Billion Dollars excess costs



453,000   C. difficile infections in the U.S. in 2011 

(range 397,000 – 509,000) 

with approximately  29,300  deaths 

Lessa, F.C. et al N Engl J Med;2015:372:825-34.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Active Surveillance for CDI in 10 representative geographic areas in the U.S. in 2011Number of Cases and Deaths are Double the estimates in the CDC reportThis is a report of an active surveillance program for CDI in 10 representative geographic areas of the U.S. for the entire calendar year of 2011.CDI was based on a positive lab report only. (incident cases only – > 1 year of age diagnosed by toxin assay or molecular test without a previous positive within 8 weeks – labs should not be processing non-diarrheal stools but no history was available or sought; ie. diagnosis is strictly a lab-based one.)15,461 cases of CDI were diagnosed in the 10 representative areas over 1 year.  It is estimated that there were 453,000 cases in the U.S. in 2011 (397K – 509K) with 29,300 deaths.34% were community-associated (diagnosed as an outpatient or within 3 days of hospitalization but with no other healthcare contact).  (note that in another study, 82% with community-onset CDI had some contact with an outpatient clinic setting, either a doctors or dentists office in the previous 12 weeks)   Thus, most patients with CDI have some kind of healthcare contact (either inpatient or outpatient)Two-Thirds (66%) were healthcare-associated: 



CDI Incidence per 10,000 patient-days 
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C. Difficile rates in Canada per 10,000 patient days – stable overall and declining in the CNISP system (which does not reflect all of healthcare)



C. difficile is a Nosocomial Disease 

N Engl J Med 1989; 320:204–10. 

Prospective monitoring of 428 admissions to a General Medicine 
Ward over 11 months – 21% acquired C. difficile and 37% of 
these developed diarrhea.  Patient-to-Patient transmission was 
evidenced by time-space clustering and typing.  59% of HCW’s 
had positive cultures for C. difficile on their hands. 

C. difficile is transmitted among hospitalized patients and the 
organism is often present on the hands of hospital personnel. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Landmark prospective study of patients admitted to a GIM service that shaped our thinking of C. diff for the next 2 decades.2. 21% acquired C. diff over 11 mos. and 37% became symptomatic.  (20% acquired – 40% of those became symptomatic)3. 59% of HCW’s had positive cultures for C. diff on their hands and patient-to-patient transmission was demonstrated by epidemiology and strain typing.AbstractWe studied the acquisition and transmission of Clostridium difficile infection prospectively on a general medical ward by serially culturing rectal-swab specimens from 428 patients admitted over an 11-month period. Immunoblot typing was used to differentiate individual strains of C. difficile. Seven percent of the patients (29) had positive cultures at admission.Eighty-three (21 percent) of the 399 patients with negative cultures acquired C. difficile during their hospitalizations. Of these patients, 52 (63 percent) remained asymptomatic and 31 (37 percent) had diarrhea; none had colitis. Patient-to-patient transmission of C. difficile was evidenced by time–space clustering of incident cases with identical immunoblot types and by significantly more frequent and earlier acquisition of C. difficile among patients exposed to roommates with positive cultures. Of the hospital personnel caring for patients with positive cultures, 59 percent (20) had positive cultures for C. difficile from their hands. The hospital rooms occupied by symptomatic patients (49 percent) as well as those occupied by asymptomatic patients (29 percent) were frequently contaminated. Eighty-two percent of the infected cohort still had positive cultures at hospital discharge, and such patients were significantly more likely to be discharged to a long-term care facility.We conclude that nosocomial C. difficile infection, which was associated with diarrhea in about one third of cases, is frequently transmitted among hospitalized patients and that the organism is often present on the hands of hospital personnel caring for such patients. Effective preventive measures are needed to reduce nosocomial acquisition of C. difficile.428 patients admitted to General Medicine over 11 months83 (21%) of 399 patients with negative cultures on admission acquired C. difficile during their hospitalizationOf these 52 (63%) were asymptomatic and 31 (37%) had diarrheaPatient-to-patient transmission of C. difficile was evidenced by time–space clustering of incident cases with identical immunoblot types and by significantly more frequent and earlier acquisition of C. difficile among patients exposed to roommates with positive cultures.Of HCW’s caring for patients with C. difficile, 59 percent (20) had positive cultures for C. difficile from their hands.Hospital rooms occupied by symptomatic patients (49 percent) as well as those occupied by asymptomatic patients (29 percent) were frequently contaminated.We conclude that nosocomial C. difficile infection, which was associated with diarrhea in about one third of cases, is frequently transmitted among hospitalized patients and that the organism is often present on the hands of hospital personnel caring for such patients. Effective preventive measures are needed to reduce nosocomial acquisition of C. difficile.



Symptomatic patients in 

Hospitals are the primary source 

of CDI transmission. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Central dogma for CDI for many years



Ideal C. difficile Distribution System 

Crowded 

Shared 
Rooms 

Inadequate 
Housekeeping 

Shared 
Bathrooms 

Lots of Broad-
Spectrum 

Antibiotic Use 

Lots of 
Patient 

Movement 

Poor 
Hand 

Hygiene 

Poor 
cleaning of 

shared 
equipment 

Poor Isolation Practices 
(Ignore Isolation Practices) 

Sick people needing lots of hands-on care 

PPI’s 
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Let’s imagine the ideal C. difficile distribution system…….   (what would it look like?)



Everything I thought I knew turns 

out to be mostly wrong 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But then things started to change.



Pepin J. et al.  CMAJ  2004;171:466-72. 

866.5/100K 
> 65y 

156 

35 

2002 
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Presentation Notes
Increase in the incidence of C. diff in Quebec – Sherbrooke – Eastern Townships areas of Quebec. Graph shows incidence of C. difficile per 100,000 population over 12 years from 1991, broken down by age groupThey noticed an increase in C. diff, and particulalry severe C. diff in the second half of 2002.  Because this hospital serves a distinct population, they were able to calculate population incidence of C. diff.The 866.5 per 100,000 population documented in adults 65 and older in 2003 reflects a large increase and a major epidemic – mostly among the elderly, most which was hospital-acquired.Findings:CDAD increased overall from 35 to 156 per/100K between 1991-2003.In those age 65 and older, the annual incidence increaed 10-fold during the study periodThe case-fatality rate and the propotion of cases were considered complicated more than doubled over timeSerum Cr. and severe leukocytosis were strong and independent predictors of a complicated courseThose treated with Vancomycin were more likely to have a better outcome than those treated with Flagyl



N Engl J Med 2005;353:2442-9. 

Clonal Outbreak with 1703 cases in 5.5 months 
4 x Increase in Incidence – Significant Morbidity and Mortality 

Trigger:  Cephalosporins and Fluroquinolones 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key early study that highlights the transmission, potential risk factors for, and impact of a new virulent C. diff cloneIncreasing C. diffcile in 2003 prompted a Prospective study at 12 Quebec hospitals in 2004  (Montreal, Laval, Sherbrooke, Quebec CityIn 1703 patients C. diff was the attributable cause of death in 117 cases (6.9%)and a contributing factor n an additional 127 deaths (7.5%)



Increased production of Toxins A & B 

Fluoroquinolone Resistance 

Production of Binary Toxin 

Increased Sporulation 

Increased Motility 

BI/Nap1/027 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increased numbers of cases with Enhanced virulence through several potential mechanisms and enhanced resistanceIncreased production of toxins A and B mutation in a downregulatory gene (tcdC)Fluoroquinolone Resistance (leading to its being selected over other strains in settings of high fluoroquinolone use)Production of Binary ToxinPolymorphisms in Toxin B that enhance toxin bindingIncreased sporulationIncreased motility



© Dr. Fred Hossler/Visuals Unlimited/Corbis 

Where Did 
it Come 
From? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What happened and where did it come from?



Nature Genetics 2013;45:109-113. 

Whole genome sequencing of 151 strains isolated 

primarily from hospital patients between 1985-2010  



Emergence and Global Spread of 
Epidemic HCA C. difficile 

He, M. et al  Nature Genetics 2013;45:109-113. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Acquisition of FQ resistance and a conjugative transposon allowed 2 different strains of fluoroquinolone resistance to emerge in 1993 and 1994 (FQR1 and FQR2) and then rapid emergence during the early 2000’s likely fueled by increasing FQ use, and selective pressure, within healthcare.2. FQRI emerged in the U.S. (likely around Pittsburg) and then spread in the NE U.S. with transmission to South Korea and Switzerland.3. FQR2 arose in either the N.E. U.S. or in Central Canada and spread worldwide, and was the source of the 2003 Quebec outbreak    (became more common and spread worldwide; this strain arose in North America, either the U.S. (60% probability) or Canada (33% probability); it was prevalent in Montreal and was the cause of the 2003 outbreak.  FQR2 spread to Australia and had at least 4 introductions into Europe.)4.. highlights the ease and rapidity with which FQ C. diff has been transmitted internationally, highligting the intterconnectedness of the global healthcare system, facilitated by rapid human travelThis study shows strong evidence that acquisiton of FQ resistance in 2 distinct lineages led to emergence of C. diff 027/Nap1.  It is not clear why this strain was more fit and emerged as it did.  Horizontal transfer of a Transposon encoding FQ resistance and a 2 component transcriptional regulator explains emergence of FQ resistance.Acquisition of FQ resistance and a conjugative transposon in 2 distinct lineages of C. diff were the key genetic changes linked to its rapid emergence during the early 2000’s.  This was a time of rapid increase in use of FQ’s providing for selective pressure for the acquisition and maintenance of FQ R within helthcare settings.This study also highlights the ease and rapidity with which FQ C. diff has been transmitted internationally, highligting the intterconnectedness of the global healthcare system, facilitated by rapid human travel.Epidemic C. difficile 027/BI/NAP1 has emerged in the last decade as the leading cause of Antibiotic-Asociated diarrhea worldwide.Where did it come from, why and how did it emerge?Whole genome sequencing of 151 strains isolated primarily from hospital patients between 1985-2010 with detailed phylogenetic analysis/comparisons were conducted.2 different strains of fluoroquinolone resistance emerged in 1993 and 1994 (FQR1 and FQR2).FQRI emerged in the U.S. (likely around Pittsburg) and then spread in the NE U.S. with transmission to South Korea and Switzerland.FQR2 became more common and spread worldwide; this strain arose in North America, either the U.S. (60% probability) or Canada (33% probability); it was prevalent in Montreal and was the cause of the 2003 outbreak.  FQR2 spread to Australia and had at least 4 introductions into Europe.This study shows strong evidence that acquisiton of FQ resistance in 2 distinct lineages led to emergence of C. diff 027/Nap1.  It is not clear why this strain was more fit and emerged as it did.  Horizontal transfer of a Transposon encoding FQ resistance and a 2 component transcriptional regulator explains emergence of FQ resistance.Acquisition of FQ resistance and a conjugative transposon in 2 distinct lineages of C. diff were the key genetic changes linked to its rapid emergence during the early 2000’s.  This was a time of rapid increase in use of FQ’s providing for selective pressure for the acquisition and maintenance of FQ R within helthcare settings.This study also highlights the ease and rapidity with which FQ C. diff has been transmitted internationally, highligting the intterconnectedness of the global healthcare system, facilitated by rapid human travel.



• CDI has increased 
over time 

• Age is a risk 
factor 

• 41%  of CDI was 
Community-
Acquired 

• 22%  of C-CDI 
had no antibiotic 
exposure 

Am J Gastroenterol 2012;107:89-95. 

80-110 

70-79 

60-69 
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This study looks at incidence of C. diff over 15 years in Olmstead County, Minnesota, by age groupRates have increased over time and is more common in older age groups – AGE is a risk factor41% was community-acquiredHalf of these (22%) of the community acquired had no antibiotic exposureThis study looks at incidence of C. diff over 15 years in Olmstead County, Minnesota (1991-2005) expressed by age group (in decades) – all cases of CDI were evaluated.Rates of disease increased over time; C. diff is more common in older age groups – ie. age is a risk factor.Both Hospital and Community-acquired C. diff increase over this time.   (The graph above is combined.)41% of 385 cases were community-acquired.Community-acquried cases tended to be younger, more likely to be female, were healthier, less likely to have severe disease and were less likely to have been exposed to Antibiotics (78% had antibiotic exposure vs. 94% of hospital-aquired cases; ie. 22% of community cases did not have antibiotic exposure as a risk



Am J Gastroenterol 2012;107:96-98. 

• Community-acquired CDI is increasing 

• Where is it coming from? 

• Food and Water? 

• Domestic and farm animals? 

• Risk factors for Community-acquired CDI? 

Not So Nosocomial Anymore 



Eyre D.W. et al. N Engl J Med 2013;369:1195-205. 

3.5 yr. study of 1223 patients with C. difficile  (during a non-

outbreak time) -  45% of isolates are genetically distinct 
 

Diverse Sources must contribute to C. difficile:  
Asymptomatic shedders;  food;  water;  animals; ??? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. This study looked at whole genome sequencing of C. diff isolated from 1223 symptomatic cases with onset in the hospital or community in Oxfordshire, U.K.2. 35% of cases were genetically related to a previous symptomatic case in hospital3. 45% of isolates were genetically distinct and of uncertain origin4. The majority of CDI is no longer from symptomatic patients but there must be diverse other sources – food/water/asymptomatic shedders/animals?Most C. diff has been thought to come from recent acquisition within a healthcare setting.  Person-to-person transmission of CDI and environmental contamination have been well documented.  Asymptomatic shedders may be an important source as may water, farm animals, pets and food.This was a study of Whole Genome Seque of CDI from 1200 symptomatic patients in a defined geographic area over 3.5y.  A substantial number of these patints acquired CDI from sources other than symptomatic patients with confirmed CDI.  13% were genetically related and invovled ward contact and 19% were genetically related and involved some sort of hospital contact – thus 1/3 of CDI reflected hospital transmission from symptomatic cases.  The other genetically related cases may represent exposure to at least one intermediate host.  45% had sufficient genetic diversity to represent transmission from sources other than the symptomatic cases included in the study.  They may have been acquired from asymptomatic persons or some other environmental source.  The genetic diversity seen suggests hat there may be diverse alternative sources.



Am J Infect Control 2013;41:390-393. 

320 Adults Admitted to 
Acute Care Hospital 

31 (9.7%) PCR + 
for C. difficile 

Variable P value 

Recent Hospitalization 0.004 

Chronic Dialysis 0.007 

Proton Pump Inhibitor Use 0.03 

Corticosteroid Use 0.02 

10% of patients have asymptomatic C. diff colonization 
at hospital admission and 77% have recent healthcare 

contact as an identifiable risk factor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This study of Asymptomatic Shedding from the Mayo clinic showed that 10% of patients had asymptomatic colonization with C. diff at admission to hospital and three-quarters had healthcare contact over the last year10% of patients admitted to hospital are colonized with C diff – most have acquired it from healthcare contact.  While community CDI has increased, the risk factors for C diff colonization haven’t changed in 2 decades.  Using marker for recent healthcare contact can identify 77% of those colonized and this may be used in prevention measures.Significant changes is CDI epidemiology have been noted – this study sought to establish the prevalence of C. diff colonization on admission and to identify risk factors so that surveillance could be targeted (OR, what about targeted prevention strategies such as stopping PPI’s or providing Probiotics or providing a private room if going on antibiotics.The study was done in March and April 2009.  729 of 1464 patients admitted were eligible and enrolled.  (those ineligible refused or couldn’t provide consent or had known or suspected CDI on admission or diarrhea.)  Of these 320 patients provided a stool sample and were included (80% within 48h and 91% within 72h)  PCR assay for tcdC (toxigenic C diff) was used.Univariate analysis is shown above: recent hospitalization, chronic dialysis, PPI and sterioid use were associated with CD colonization.  Long term care residence was not.  In multivariate analysis, recent health care contact was the only statistically signficiant predictor of asymptomatic CD colonization.



• 212/5232 (4.05%) colonized with C. difficile 
• Risk Factors: 

– Hospitalization in last 12 mos. 
– Previous CDI 
– Use of Steroids 
– Antibody to Toxin B 

Am J Infect Control 2015;43:248-53. 

Clinical Risk 
Factors Can 

Predict 
Asymptomatic 

Carriers  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This study of Asymptomatic Shedding just published from 5 Quebec hospitals and 1 in Ottawa showed a 4% gut colonization with CDI at the time of admission – many had healthcare contact as a risk factorProspective study of 6 hospitals (5 in Quebec and 1 in Ottawa) over 15 months – rectal/stool samples on admission57% participation rate (limitation)80% of CDI was non-Nap1/Nap2Antibiody to Toxin B is protective against developing disease; perhaps it correlates with longer asyptomatic carriage state.



66% 

34% 

24% 

23% 

18% 

There were nearly 

500,000 C. difficile 
infections in the U.S. in 

2011 with approximately 

29,000 deaths. 

75% of CDI occurs 
outside of hospitals – 

prevention efforts 
need to extend beyond 

the hospital setting. 

Lessa, F.C. et al N Engl J Med;2015:372:825-34.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. active surveillance program for CDI in 10 representative geographic areas of the U.S. for the entire calendar year of 2011.2. Two Thirds of CDI is healthcare associated with one-third being community onset3. 75% of CDI now occurs outside of hospitals although the majority still have healthcare contact (inpatient or outpatient) as a risk factorCDI was based on a positive lab report only. (incident cases only – > 1 year of age diagnosed by toxin assay or molecular test without a previous positive within 8 weeks – labs should not be processing non-diarrheal stools but no history was available or sought; ie. diagnosis is strictly a lab-based one.)15,461 cases of CDI were diagnosed in the 10 representative areas over 1 year.  It is estimated that there were 453,000 cases in the U.S. in 2011 (397K – 509K) with 29,300 deaths.34% were community-associated (diagnosed as an outpatient or within 3 days of hospitalization but with no other healthcare contact).  (note that in another study, 82% with community-onset CDI had some contact with an outpatient clinic setting, either a doctors or dentists office in the previous 12 weeks)   Thus, most patients with CDI have some kind of healthcare contact (either inpatient or outpatient)Two-Thirds (66%) were healthcare-associated: 



• Contact Precautions for CDI   (Hand Hygiene III; 
Gloves II; Gowns III; Single Patient Room III) 

• Ensure cleaning and disinfection of patient 
equipment (III) and the environment (III) 

• Appropriate use of antimicrobials (II) 
• Educate HCW’s, ES and Administration (III) 
• Unresolved: Probiotics; Gastric Acid Suppressants; No 

Touch Disinfection Technologies 
 
 

Dubberke, E.A. et al. Infect Control Hosp Epidemiol 2014;35:628-645.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the 2014 SHEA/IDSA guidelines for prevention of CDI – the evidence base overall is generally moderate to low qualityI will focus on just on Contact Precautions, Environmental Disinfection and StewardshipAppropriate use of Abx. Includes both Non-CDI Treatment (appropriate use, duration and use of Abx. With lower risk of CDI where possible) and CDI treatment (patients with CDI should receive appropriate severity-based treatment)Dedicate patient equipment where possibleUse 1:10 Household bleach or a sporicidal product



Yanke, E. et al. Am J Infect Control 2015;43:241-7. 

Poor Compliance with Isolation: Hosp. A - 7%; Hosp. B - 22% 
 

Time:   75s vs 4.5s  (In and Out)  –  Isolation vs. No-Isolation 

Isolation is complex, multi-step, time-consuming with 
numerous barriers resulting in poor adherence. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Human Factors Engineering – science of understanding of interaction between humans, technology and systems leading to desired processes and outcomes.This was a prospective study of 288 interactions with patients on isolation for CDI in 2 different hospitalsCompliance was lowProspective study of 288 observations of interactions with patients on Isolation Precautions for CDI (mostly HCW’s but also 17 visitors) in 2 different hospitals.Expectations:  HH, glove/gown, room entry, room exit, removal of gloves/gowns, soap and water HHFull compliance was low (7% in Hospital A and 22% in Hospital B – hand hygiene on entry into the room was commonly missed)



Am J Infect Control 2015;43:141-6. 

• Reduction in CDI from 6 
to 3/10,000pd required: 
– Dedicated trained Hskp 
– Monitoring & Feedback 
– Switch to Sporicidal 

Disinfectant Product 
(accelerated H2O2) for all 
high touch surfaces 



Sitzlar, B. et al. Infect Control Hosp Epidemiol 2013;34:459-465. 

15/10K pt-days 10/10K pt-days 10/10K pt-days 6/10K pt-days 

Sequential Cleaning Interventions to Reduce CDI 

Education and  
Feedback 

UV Light for 
Terminal Clean 

Dedicated 
CDI 

Cleaning Team 

% CDI Room Culture 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Study from Cleveland that looked at sequential interventions over time in a hospital with high endemic rates of CDI – outcomes were + CDI environmental cultures (line) and % of UV markers removedEducation and Feedback alone reduced UV markers but didn’t change CDI rateUV light reduced but did not eliminate positive environmental cultures and didn’t change CDI rateA Dedicated 3 member CDI Terminal Cleaning team (with clearance by a supervisor or IPC) was needed in addition to the other interventions to eliminate CDI from the environment and to begin to reduce CDI ratesA dedicated daily disinfection team and standardized process for clearing CDI rooms improved CDI room disinfection. Culture of CDI from rooms was a valuable tool in driving improvements.Education, monitoring and feedback improved thoroughness of cleaning but did not significantly improve CDI room disinfection.  Adjunctive use of an automated UV device improved disinfection but 35% of rooms remained culture – positive.  Disinfection was dramatically improved thorugh formation of a dedicated daily disinfection team and standardized process for clearing CDI rooms.Cleveland VA – has had high endemic rates of CDI – approx. 15/10,000 since a large outbreak from 2002-2004Environmental cultures were often positive after terminal room cleaning – this led to a sequential intervention.Primary outcome here was the % environmental sites from which CDI could be isolated AFTER cleaning – see line  (note the CDI rate in yellow boxes at the top)Intervention 1 – Improve Thoroughness of Cleaning through education and feedback with use of fluorescent markers applied to 14 high touch areas in patient rooms – Removal of Fluorescent Markers improved but CDI was still frequently isolated from the enviornmentIntervention 2 – UV light no-touch room disinfection was added as part of terminal clean – this dropped the number of positive cultures by 48%Intervention 3 – a dedicated team of 3 Env. Service workers was established to clean rooms of CDI patients daily and focused on high-touch areas with Chlorox Bleach wipes – terminal cleaning was monitored and had to be ‘cleared’ by a supervisor or IPC staff – 89% reduction in positive CDI culturesThe fluoreschent marker intervention greatly improved thoroughness of terminal cleaning but had only a modest impact on residual spore contamination. – marker intervetniones may not proide assurance that pathogens will be removed from surfaces.  This failure was NOT due to lack of education.Although UV light was a useful adjunct, 35% of CDI room sstill had residual spores detectable by culture after terminal cleaning and operation of the device.The intervention that was ultimaely effective in achieving consistently negative cultures involved forming a dedicated CDI daily disinfection team and a process for clearing terminally cleaned rooms by superisors or IPC staff.



No Touch Disinfection – UV Systems 

Tru-D 

Surfacide 

IRIS 

UVDI 

The Torch 

Aseptix 2 

Xenex 

Sterilray 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
0.5 to 2log reduction of CDI spores  (possibly up to 4)UV systems are easy to use.  Heating, ventilation and air conditioning do not need to be disabled and the rooms do not need to be sealed.  Median time for a full cycle ranges from 68-84 min.The system relies on intensity of the light, which decresed in inverse proportion to the square of the distance from the source.



No Touch Disinfection – H2O2 Systems 

Glosair (aHP) 

Nocospray (aHP) 

Bioquell* 
H2O2 Vapour 

Steris H2O2 Vapour* 
AsepticSure* 

3% H2O2 /50-500ppm Ozone 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peroxide is a potent oxidizing agent that acis through free radical production wth a deleterious effect on membrane lipids, DNA and proteinsaHP = aerosolized Hydrogen Peroxide – generate a ‘dry mist’ or ‘dry aerosols’ using 5-6% H2O2HPV systems use heat to generate 30-35% H2O2 Vapour in a high velocity air streamHPV seems to be more effective than aHP (6 log CDI reduction c/w 4 logs)H2)2 is environmentally friendly since it breaks down to water and oxyen.  Multiple generators may be needed for large areas.  HPV systems require 2 devices, a generator and an aeration unit and rquire up to 1.5-2h.  (AscepticSure is now at approx. 65 min.)  Doors and air vents have to be closed and sealed before use.



New Canadian disinfection system could be key 
to winning war on superbugs that kill thousands 
Tom Blackwell January 26, 2014 

“This changes the game,” said Dr. 
Dick Zoutman, a Queen’s 
University infectious-disease 
specialist and co-inventor of the 
AsepticSure technology. “The 
room is effectively germ free. Now 
I can say to a patient — after 30 
years of being in the infectious-
disease business — ‘Welcome to 
your room, this room is safe, it’s 
really safe.’ 



Antibiotic Stewardship Reduces CDI 

Feazel, L.M., et al. J Antimicrob Chemother 2014;69:1748-1754. 

Overall Risk Reduction of 52% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Meta-analysis of 16 studies demonstrating a 52% risk reduction for CDI with stewardship This is a Forrest Plot summarizing a Meta-Analysis of 16 studies – 14 showed a protective effect of antibiotic stewardship in preventing CDI with an overall risk reduction of 52%.Restrictive Stewardship programs (removing an antibiotic or requiring prior approval for use) were more effective than persuasive (education-based) ones.Stewardship was most effective in geriatric populations (not surprising since CDI is a particular issue in geriatrics.(overall study quality was low – mostly quasi-experiemental – and heterogeneity was high.)Despite vigorous IPC measures CDI continues to cause a significant disease burden, with approx 337K infections in U.S. hospitals (see more recent NEJM article), primarily affecting the elderly, with nearly 1:10 CDI staays ending in death and with estimated costs of 8 Billion Dollars per year.Antibiotic exposure nearly always predates CDI and some antibiotics are higher risk:  broad-spretrum (3rd gen) Cephalosporins, Fluorquinolones and Clindamycin.



Risk of CDI 
increases 34% for 
each 10% increase 
in overall ward use 

of Antibiotic, for 
both those who 

receive and don’t 
receive antibiotic 

treatment. 

JAMA Intern Med 2015;175:626-633. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just Publiished:  Retrospective study at Sunnybrook over 4 years looking at risk factors for development of CDIThere is a direct correlation between overall ward use of antimicrobials and the risk of CDI in both patients receiving and not receiving antibiotics.Retrospective Study at Sunnybrook over 4 years to look at individual patient risk factors for development of CDI and also hospital ward antibiotic prescribing as a risk factor.  Overall, they had a rate of CDI of 5.95/10,000 patient days.Individual Risk Factors for development of CDI are recognized risk factors: direct antibiotic exposure, age, readmission, feeding tube.The graph shows CDI Incidence and Antibiotic Use across hospital wards in patients with (diamond) and without ((circles) direct antibiotic exposure – this shows that rate of CDI correlates with ward-level antibiotic use which is a risk factor for patients who receive direct antibiotics and for those who do not have direct antibiotic exposure.



By altering the microbiomes of a 
subset of patients on a hospital ward, 
Antibiotics put the entire population 

(including those who do receive 
antibiotics) at increased risk via 

increased transmission.  This could be 
important for VRE, CRE and other 

MDRO’s, as well as C. diff and highlights 
the need for improved stewardship. 

McDonald, L.C. JAMA Intern Med 2015;175:633-634. 
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Presentation Notes
Asymptomatic shedding



The Cesspool Effect 
Dr. Tom Louie 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
makes sense since composite ecology of the ward is a factor affecting persons. The cesspool effect



Maybe Stewardship Really 

is the Answer? 



J Hosp Infect 2015;89:38-45. 

28 interventions over 8 years in a large Teaching 
trust:  1. Strengthened IPC Accountability; 2. Improved 
Stewardship; and, 3. Improved Environmental Cleaning 

Pseudo- 
outbreak 

CNISP 
2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CDI surveillance in a large teaching trust between 2003-2011.  Numerous (28) interventions were introduced, sometimes simultaneously.  What was the impact of these interventions?Interventions generally:  1. strengthened IPC governance (and accountability); 2. improved stewardship, and, 3. improved environmetnal cleaningRetrospective time series analysis analyzed by segmented regression model.  Orion statement for outbreak investigations suggests that there must be at least 3 data points between interventions to minimize likelihood of statistical error.



J Hosp Infect 2015;89:38-45. 

Cephalosporins  

Fluoroquinolones 

CDI Incidence Rate 

CNISP 
2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinical engagement (teams responsible and accountable for reducing CDI), focus on environmental hygiene and antimicrobial stewardship seemed to have the most impact overall.Here, reduction of cephs and FQ’s was associated with a decrease in CDI.  There was a major increase in Amox-Clav use and some increase in Pip-Tazo and carbapenems.Not all centres have seen a drop in CDI with a drop in FQ use but this center did.Hand Hygiene did not demonstrate any relationship was was greater than 80% throughout the study and so impact of poor HH may not have been seen.





U.S. CDC Antibiotic Resistance Threats, April 2013 U.S. CDC Antibiotic Resistance Threats, April 2013 

CRE  -  URGENT 

“CRE HAVE BECOME RESISTANT TO ALL OR NEARLY ALL AVAILABLE ANTIBIOTICS” 



Confusion in Terminology 

J. Otter 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See otterMDR – GNB’s – no consistent definition (resistant to 3+ classes of drugs used to treat)



McKenna, M. Nature 
2013;499:394-96. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2000 – analysis of a North Carolina isolate from 1996 reveals KPC.KPC isolates are spreading rapidly thoughout NYC (by 2007, 21% of Kleb pneumo’s in NYC are KPC-producing)2005 – KPC spreads from New York to other countries, including Israel and from Israel to other countries2008 – a patient in Sweden with ties to India is found to have an NDM-producing 



Drug-resistant bacterium 
raises alarms in Chicago 

A dangerous, often deadly bacterium resistant 
to the most powerful antibiotics known to 

medicine is spreading in Chicago Hospitals and 
Nursing Homes 

Superbug resistant to most 
antibiotics, even the strongest 
 
By Judith Graham, Tribune reporter  Oct. 22, 2010 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KPC’sA dangerous, often deadly bacterium resistant to the most powerful antibiotics known to medicine is spreading in Chicago hospitals and nursing homes, prompting an effort to mobilize a regionwide response.Known as KPC for short, Klebsiella pneumoniae Carbapenemase bacteria are a drug-resistant form of a common pathogen that was first reported 11 years ago in North Carolina.Earlier this year, 37 health facilities in Chicago reported an average of 10 KPC cases each, up from an average of four cases in 2009 in 26 facilities, according to a new study presented Friday at the annual meeting of the Infectious Diseases Society of America. The resistant bacterium was first identified in Chicago in December 2007."Although the number of infections is small, the fact that so many places are seeing KPCs is very concerning," said Dr. Robert Weinstein, interim chairman of the department of medicine at Stroger Hospital and chief operating officer of the Ruth M. Rothstein CORE Center for HIV/AIDS at the Cook County Health System.



CMAJ 2011;183:1257-1261. 

Superbug NDM-1 
identified in Canada 
Global News: Monday, May 30, 2011 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Local acquisition of NDM-1 producing MorganellaTORONTO – A superbug endemic in India and Pakistan has spread to Canada, according to a report by the Canadian Medical Association Journal released Monday.Two Toronto-area residents acquired infections from the New Delhi metallo-beta-Lactamase (NDM-1), an enzyme produced by bacteria highly resistant to most antibiotics.One of the Toronto residents acquired the infection in Canada, according to the CMAJ.It’s believed NDM-1 has spread because of worldwide travel, medical tourism and its ability to transfer between bacteria, though in one of the Canadian cases, the patient had not travelled outside of southwestern Ontario in over a decade.No source could be identified for the organism, the CMAJ reported.The Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC) says most people who become infected with bacteria that produce NDM-1 acquire it while in hospital settings.In cases where patients are infected, extensive infection control precautions are taken, including isolation in single rooms and enhanced cleaning.Dr. Donald Low, chief microbiologist at Mount Sinai Hospital in Toronto, says the bacterium is resistant to all commonly used antibiotics.“There is literally no antibiotic that is approved by the FDA and Health Canada to actually be used (on patients) who are affected by this bacteria,” Low said.“What our concern is, if this bacteria and these resistant mechanisms have too much time in our environment they’ll learn how to become more fit. They’ll learn how to spread better and become part of the hospital population of bacteria that cause disease.”NDM-1 has been found in other forms of bacteria such as E.coli, which is a frequent cause of healthcare-associated pneumonia and urinary tract infections.“These two scenarios show that local acquisition of an organism producing NDM-1 has already occurred in Ontario, Canada, that NDM-1 has been found in bacterial species other than E.coli and Klebsiella that treatment options are limited for infections with NDM-1-producing organisms, and that the detection of NDM-1-producing organisms by a laboratory can be difficult,” writes Dr. Susan Poutanen, Mount Sinai Hospital and University Health Network, with coauthors.The PHAC says the public health risk to Canadians is very low.Patients who have received hospital treatments in India or Pakistan are the most at risk of acquiring bacteria that produce NDM-1.TORONTO – A superbug endemic in India and Pakistan has spread to Canada, according to a report by the Canadian Medical Association Journal released Monday.Two Toronto-area residents acquired infections from the New Delhi metallo-beta-Lactamase (NDM-1), an enzyme produced by bacteria highly resistant to most antibiotics.One of the Toronto residents acquired the infection in Canada, according to the CMAJ.



Fraser Health struggles with superbug 
outbreak, overcrowding 
BY ERIN ELLIS AND TARA CARMAN, VANCOUVER SUN  Feb. 4, 2014 

“…an outbreak of 
carbapenemase-producing 
enterobacteriaceae (CPE) was 
declared after the usual 
methods for controlling its 
spread — strict hand washing 
and dedicated medical 
equipment — were not 
effective.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Twenty months after being ordered by the provincial health ministry to improve overcrowding and infection-control measures, Royal Columbian Hospital continues to treat patients in corridors and is now grappling with a superbug outbreak.Five patients at the New Westminster hospital are infected with a hard-to-treat bacteria and are currently in an isolation unit with their own nursing staff, cleaners and equipment, the Fraser Health Authority said Monday.Dr. Elizabeth Brodkin, the executive medical director for infection prevention and control at Fraser Health, said an outbreak of carbapenemase-producing enterobacteriaceae (CPE) was declared after the usual methods for controlling its spread — strict hand washing and dedicated medical equipment — were not effective.The outbreak comes a year and a half after Fraser Health was ordered by the province to reduce infection rates of another superbug — C. difficile — and cut down on the number of patients being treated in “non-clinical locations” such as hallways.Over the next five months, the health authority was able to reduce C. difficile infection rates by 40 per cent and the number of “hallway patients” by 60 per cent across the region, which spans from Burnaby to Hope.One of the problems at Royal Columbian, however, is that it is an older facility in which most patients share rooms, said Brodkin.CPE is a growing problem worldwide as the list of so-called “superbugs” grows. It is a type of bacteria found in the digestive tracts of healthy people in many parts of Asia, Europe and North America. It becomes a problem in a hospital setting if a carrier of the bacteria doesn’t wash his or her hands properly after using the toilet. The bacteria is spread by fecal material ending up in another person’s mouth after touching a dirty doorknob or tap, or if it infects other parts of the body such as the lungs, Brodkin explained.It is most dangerous to people who are already ill or have weakened immune systems.CPE is resistant to antibiotics in the carbapenem class, often drugs of last resort in fighting infections. The fear is that it and other antibiotic-resistant strains commonly found in hospitals (methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus or MSRA, for instance) will one day become resistant to all known treatments.Rare, untreatable strains of CPE have been reported internationally, but all cases at Fraser Health have so far been managed by an infectious disease specialist prescribing antibiotics that work on the individual infection, said Brodkin.“I wouldn’t say it’s untreatable. This bacteria is difficult to treat. The choices of antibiotics are much smaller because they tend to be resistant to a lot of things.”Patients admitted to Fraser Health hospitals are now asked if they have been hospitalized or received renal dialysis outside of Canada, known risk factors for carrying CPE. If so, the patient is tested for the bacteria.On any given day, there may be about a dozen patients in hospitals in the region who have CPE in their intestines, Brodkin said, but normal sanitation is usually enough to keep any outbreak in check.



Antibiotic resistance poses 'alarming' 
health threat in Europe 
Gaps in superbug surveillance 'like we're flying with an eye 
patch on and mud-splattered goggles' 

Nov 17, 2014  

http://www.cbc.ca/news/health/antibiotic-resistance-poses-alarming-health-threat-in-europe-1.2838268 

Surveillance 
Gaps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think they missed the point here.  This was the release of the NCCID Report, yet they talk about resistance in Europe.More and more infections in Europe are proving able to evade even the most powerful, last-resort antibiotics, posing an alarming threat to patient safety in the region, health officials said on Monday.Releasing annual data on antibiotic resistant superbugs, the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) said bacterial infections resistant to carbapenems — a major last-line class of antibiotics used to treat hospital-acquired superbugs — are ever more common in the European Union."With a smaller number of effective antibiotics, we are gradually returning to the 'pre-antibiotic era' when bacterial diseases could not be treated and most patients would die from their infection," said Marc Sprenger, the ECDC's director.The Stockholm-based ECDC also said it had for the first time collected data on resistance among infections caused by a bacteria called Klebsiella pneumoniae to a powerful but older antibiotic known as colistin — and had found alarming signs."According to our data, resistance to colistin was observed in 5 per cent of Klebsiella pneumoniae isolates for the EU overall," Sprenger said.Klebsiella pneumoniae is a common cause of pneumonia, urinary tract and bloodstream infections in hospital patients. If antibiotics are unable to treat them effectively, patients can face long, costly stays in hospital, and risk dying.Colistin is a last-resort antibiotic developed several decades ago that has serious side-effects and limitations to its use, but has become essential for treating carbapenem-resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae infections.Drug resistance is driven by the misuse and overuse of antibiotics, which encourages bacteria to evolve to survive and develop new ways of beating the drugs.Gap found for superbug data at GPs' officesIn Canada, a report from experts in infectious diseases, microbiology, public health and veterinary medicine found "significant gaps" in the country's surveillance systems for antibiotic resistance."I wouldn't say we're flying blind, but it is sort of like we're flying with an eye patch on and mud-splattered goggles," said report author Dr. David Patrick of the University of British Columbia in Vancouver.The Association of Medical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases Canada (AMMI) concluded better data on antimicrobial resistance is needed, such as in the community outside of large hospitals.Patrick and his co-authors concluded more comprehensive data is needed to be able to analyze the problem, develop a response and assess the effectiveness of that response."For the potential benefits, the monetary investments needed are relatively small, but the goodwill and collaboration are large. However, history may judge us harshly should we fail to protect the effectiveness of antimicrobials in animal and human health."While European countries and the U.S. are getting a handle on what the problems are with antimicrobial resistance, Canada lags behind, said Dr. Michael Gardam, an infectious diseases specialist at the University Health Network in Toronto."All those people going into their family doctors that are getting urine cultures done, or getting throat swabs done,  none of that information is making it into any surveillance system," Gardam said.Broad surveillance information from the entire health-care system, from family doctors to hospitals and long-term care, is needed to make decisions about how to tackle resistance, Gardam said."We have tens of thousands of doctor visits now for routine infections where the rate of resistance is actually quite high," Patrick said. "It has gone from nothing to one in four urinary tract infections, one in four skin infections where you are dealing with kind of difficult, resistant bugs."About two weeks ago, the Public Health Agency of Canada released a framework to fight antimicrobial resistance through surveillance and stewardship, such as promoting appropriate use of antibiotics.Gardam said it remains to be seen exactly how the new framework will help.The AMMI report noted that Canada has had repeated recommendations on antibiotic resistance from a range of sources that "portray a history of consistently known goals that have not yet been met."



Vancouver Province October 1, 2014 



LA hospital superbug: Dozens may 
have been exposed 

Two deaths at UCLA Medical Center have been linked to the case and seven others 
are being treated. 

19 February 2015  

Nearly 180 people 
at a Los Angeles 
hospital may have 
been exposed to a 
deadly strain of 
bacteria from 
contaminated 
medical equipment. 

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-31537617 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nearly 180 people at a Los Angeles hospital may have been exposed to a deadly strain of bacteria from contaminated medical equipment.Two deaths at UCLA Medical Center have been linked to the case and seven others are being treated.The patients were exposed to Carbapenem-Resistant Enterobacteriaceae (CRE) during endoscopic procedures between October and January.A similar outbreak was reported last month in Seattle. Eleven patients died.The infections are difficult to treat because many strains are resistant to antibiotics.The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has said that CRE can lead to death in up to half of seriously infected patients.The CDC said that national figures on the bacteria are not kept, but 47 states have seen cases.CRE can cause infections of the bladder or lungs, leading to coughing, fever or chills. UCLA has sent the exposed patients free home-testing kits that the hospital will analyse, the university said."We notified all patients who had this type of procedure, and we were using seven different scopes. Only two of them were found to be infected. In an abundance of caution, we notified everybody," said Dale Tate, a University of California, Los Angeles spokeswoman.UCLA said the devices were sterilised according to the manufacturer's specifications but two of them still carried bacteria. "We removed the infected instruments, and we have heightened the sterilisation process," Tate said.Thirty-two patients at Virginia Mason Medical Center in Seattle were infected by contaminated endoscopes from 2012 to 2014 with a bacterial strain similar to CRE, the hospital acknowledged in January.Amid the outbreaks, hospitals, medical-device companies and regulators have been criticised over safety standards.On Thursday, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) warned the complex design of the devices is associated with a risk of such multi-drug resistant infections, even when a manufacturer's cleaning instructions are followed correctly.



National KPC Outbreak in Israel 

Schwaber, M.J. et al Clin Infect Dis 2011;52:848-855. 
Schwaber, M.J. et al Clin Infect Dis 2014;58:697-703. 

National Guidelines - Central Coordination & Oversight 
Local Accountability - Daily Census Reporting 
Carriers Isolated/Cohorted & Physically Separate 
Dedicated Nursing Staff and Equipment 

Late 2005 – import of Kp258 
• Resistance 
• Virulence 
• Ease of Spread 

Pre-Intervention 
(retrospective) 

Post-Intervention 
(prospective) 

Compliance with Isolation 
And Dedicated Staffing 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Israel experienced a national outbreak of KPC in its healthcare system beginning in late 2005 after import from NYC2. National Guidelines were issued in March 2007 – physical separation in private rooms or cohort areas with dedicated nursing staff and equipment3. This graph looks at incidence of KPC per 100,000 patient-days over time and shows that the initial steps were effective.1000-1200 patients in 27 hospitals had clinical infections in 2006 with a Kleb pneumo that demonstrated exceptional multi-drug resistance, virulence and efficiency of spread.  This outbreak threatned the entire hospital system.  A centrally coordinated, nationwide intervention was launched 3 components to the intervention in March 2007:  mandatory reporting; mandatory isolation of carriers of CRE and strict adherence to Contact Isolation (physical separation, isolation/cohorting and dedicated nursing staff) – they demonstrated that compliance with Isolation and Dedicated Staffing were significantly associated with lower incidence of KPC over one year (March 2007 – a 2008)Kleb pneumo ST-258 (a multi-drug-resistant carbapenemase producing Kleb Pneumo – KPC) was likely introduced in late 2005 via the U.S., leading to a nationwide outbreak in 2006.Individual hospitals implemented their own control measures with variable and limited success.In March 2007, the monthly rate of new nosocomial acquisitions of KPC detected in clinical cultures had reached 55.5 per 100K patient-days.  Crude Mortality ranged from 44-70%; attributable mortality for bacteremia was 50%.The Ministry of Health issued National Guidelihes in March 2007 with 2 principal elements:  patients with CRE (colonied or infected) to be islated and cared for physically separated from non-carriers and care was to be provided by dedicated nursing staff (there is never mention of physician or other HCW’s).National Task Force was established – provided central oversightHospitals had to report daily census of CRE, including transfer to other facilitiesThe program consisted of:  1. central coordination; 2. national guidelines; 3. Daily monitoring of reports and compliance with guidleines; 4. assignment of responsibility and accountability to the hospital director; 5. provision of immediate feedback on performance to the hospital director; 6. scheduled visits and surveys annually and during outbreaks; 7. dedication to IPC principles by physicians, nurses, and others.



Ben-David, D. et al. Infect Control Hosp Epidemiol 2010;31:620-626 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This study from one of Israel’s largest hospitals showed that Active Surveillance Cultures coupled with Contact Isolation was effective in controlling the outbreak.Active surveillance cultures were not part of the initial National Guidelines but were used by many centers – screening of individuals at high risk for CRE was added to National Guidelines in June 2008(High Risk = ward contacts, transfers from other facilities, “recent hospitalization (?? Within 6 mos – not stipulated) – result had to be available within 24h to allow decisions to be madeThis is a description of the KPC outbreak at Sheba Medical Center (in Tel Hashomer) as part of the national outbreak in Israel beginning in 2006.Clinical infections with carbapenem-resistant Kleb pneumo (KPC) increased 6.42 fold in the pre-intervention period and then dropped 4.7 fold in the intervention period.  The intervention involved Active Surveillance Cultures followed by Contact Precautions.  ASC was done on admission to ICU or step-down units and weekly until discharge.  In non-ICU/stepdown settings, ASC was performed on on those with epi links to a case of infection/colonization.  Contact isolation was applied to all positives.  This was part of a national strategy and daily reporting was also required – this may have led to improved attention to details, including contact isolation.4% were colonized on admission; 



Israeli National Guidelines for CRE 

Ben-David, D. et al. Infect Control Hosp Epidemiol 2014;35:802-809. 

Previously hospitalized patients, LTCF’s, LTACH’s and 
Rehabilitation Hospitals become a Reservoir  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
June 2008 – expansion of the National Guidelines to Long Term Care and post-acute/rehab careBeyond the first year of the program, there was an influx of carriers who had healthcare exposure and who provided a reservoir for continued spread in acute care.  The need for screening of asymptomatic carriers and for interventions for Long Term Care and post-acute care/rehab hospitals became apparent.New Guidelines had to be developed for LTCF’s, Long Term Acute Care Hospitals (LTACH’s) and Rehab hospitals, modifiying prinicples used in Acute Care;  intesified and standardized Active Surveillance and screening was also implemented



National KPC Outbreak in Israel 
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Schwaber, M.J. et al Clin Infect Dis 2014;58:697-703. 

National Guidelines expand - LTCF’s, LTACF’s, and Rehab;  Active 
Surveillance for CRE Carriage by Rectal Swab of all contacts 

(concentric circle model), all transfers, all patients from wards 
with high rates of CRE – results within 24h to guide isolation 

June 2008 Active Surveillance for CRE at 
admission was independently 
associated with reduced risk 

of CRE acquisition 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LTCF’s – recognized as a reservoir for reintroduction of CRE to Acute Care and threatened containment efforts; guidelines were extended to LTCF’s – infection control infrastructure was far more rudimentary and nature of the facilities was such that they were the patient’s ‘home’ for extended periods of time.LTACF/PACH were also recognized as high risk – they had been transferred from acute care with significant needs and were most likely to require transfer back to acute care – therefore, these were the highest risk facilities; risk factors for colonization were prolonged length of stay, sharing a room with a known carrier and increased prevalence of known carriers, while screening for carriage was protective



The Israeli experience should serve 

as a warning to nations in which CRE 

is still rare or absent to be alert and 

prepared for its appearance, with a 

centralized plan for detection and 

isolation in place. 
Schwaber, M.J. et al Clin Infect Dis 2014;58:697-703. 
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CNISP ARO Surveillance Report January 2015 CPO = Carbapenemase-producing organisms 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They seem to be speaking directly to us - CNISP data from January 2015 – small number of CPO’s overall – but CNISP does not reflect our entire healthcare systtem



‘Superbug’ stalked NIH hospital 
last year, killing six 

By Brian Vastag 
Wednesday, August 22, 2012 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2011 Outbreak at the NIHAs a deadly infection, untreatable by nearly every antibiotic, spread through the National Institutes of Health’s Clinical Center last year, the staff resorted to extreme measures. They built a wall to isolate patients, gassed rooms with vaporized disinfectant and even ripped out plumbing. They eventually used rectal swabs to test every patient in the 234-bed hospital.Superbug’ stalked NIH hospital last year, killing sixBy Brian Vastag, Updated: Wednesday, August 22, 5:52 PMAs a deadly infection, untreatable by nearly every antibiotic, spread through the National Institutes of Health’s Clinical Center last year, the staff resorted to extreme measures. They built a wall to isolate patients, gassed rooms with vaporized disinfectant and even ripped out plumbing. They eventually used rectal swabs to test every patient in the 234-bed hospital.Still, for six months, as physicians fought to save the infected, the bacteria spread, eventually reaching 17 gravely ill patients. Eleven died, six from bloodstream superbug infections.The outbreak of the antibiotic-resistant bacteria known as Klebsiella pneumoniae was not made public until Wednesday, when NIH researchers published a scientific paper describing the advanced genetic technology they deployed to trace the outbreak.This was “the proverbial superbug that we’ve all worried about for a long time,” said Tara Palmore, an infection control specialist at the Bethesda hospital.With some 99,000 U.S. deaths attributed to hospital-borne infections annually, the NIH outbreak provides a stark case study of the dangers of the latest wave of hospital-bred bacteria and the extreme measures hospitals must adopt to stem the rising superbug tide.The NIH Clinical Center now screens every patient transferring from another facility for superbugs, tests every patient in the intensive care unit twice a week and screens every patient monthly.“This was our introduction to [antibiotic-resistant] Klebsiella,” Palmore said. “We hoped we would never see it.”Clinical Center spokeswoman Maggie McGuire said the hospital did not alert the public earlier because Klebsiella infections do not trigger mandated reports to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention like other infectious diseases do, such as HIV.She also downplayed such outbreaks as too common to be newsworthy.“There are . . . hospital-acquired infections in almost every hospital in the country,” she said. “It’s happening everywhere.”Nationwide, about 6 percent of hospitals are battling outbreaks of the class of superbugs known as carbapenem-resistant bacteria, which includes Klebsiella, said Alexander Kallen of the CDC. These bacteria usually live harmlessly in our intestinal tracts, and they pose little or no threat to patients with healthy immune systems. But in patients with compromised immune systems, the bacteria can turn dangerous, gaining an enzyme that defeats even the most powerful antibiotics. That’s what happened at NIH.The six patients who died of bloodstream Klebsiella infections had immune systems weakened by cancer, anti-rejection drugs given after organ transplants, and genetic disorders.The CDC detected this type of antibiotic-resistant bacteria in 2000. “Since then, we’ve seen it spread across the country,” Kallen said, to 41 states.Later this year, the CDC is launching a program in 10 cities, including Baltimore, to watch for hospital-borne outbreaks of Klebsiella and related superbugs. CDC staff will review hospital records, Kallen said, and hospital labs will be asked to report any antibiotic-resistant bacteria to the CDC.At NIH, the superbug arrived in June 2011. Hours before a 43-year-old female lung transplant patient arrived from New York City, NIH nurses noted something startling in her chart: She was carrying an antibiotic-resistant infection.Desperately wanting to contain the superbug, the NIH staff isolated the woman in the ICU. Staff members donned gowns and gloves before entering her room. Her nurses cared for no other patients.After the patient was discharged the next month, Palmore and her staff thought these measures had worked. There were no signs that the bacteria had spread.But a few weeks later, Palmore was “horrified,” she said, when a second patient tested positive for the bacteria. A third and fourth soon followed. Those three patients died as the bacteria grew impervious to every known antibiotic — even experimental new drugs.The pattern baffled Palmore. If the superbug had jumped from the New York patient, it should have showed up sooner in three new patients.But by reading the bacteria’s DNA, scientists at the NIH’s National Human Genome Research Institute saw that the organisms from patients No. 2 and 3 were so closely related — differing at just one or two genetic letters out of 6 million — they had to have come from the New York patient.That meant two unsettling things, said Julie Segre, the scientist at NHGRI who led the DNA analysis. The bacteria had lingered for weeks unnoticed, either in the hospital or in the new patients; and the hospital’s infection control measures for the New York patient had failed. Details of the genetic analysis and the outbreak were published Thursday in the journal Science Translational Medicine.“It still got out, after only two 24-hour periods in the ICU,” Palmore said. “During that time, the bacteria were transmitted to three people.”With genetic evidence of a single-source outbreak, in mid-August the Palmore-led staff quickly rolled out strict new measures. They built a wall in the ICU and moved the Klebsiella-positive patients into a new, six-bed unit. Blood pressure cuffs and other reusable gear were tossed after one use.The hospital hired monitors to ensure doctors and nurses were donning gowns, gloves and masks and scrubbing their hands. If monitors fell asleep or otherwise shirked, Palmore fired them and found new ones. At one point, nine monitors were on duty.“It was an enormous effort on a daily basis,” Palmore said.Staff members took throat and rectal swabs from every ICU patient. When the bacteria were found in two patients outside the ICU, the sweep was broadened to every patient in the hospital.Staff swabbed rolling carts, sinks, toilets and furniture. They hired a contractor to flood patient rooms with vaporized hydrogen peroxide — a potent disinfectant.Still, they found Klebsiella on a ventilator that had been bleached twice. They found it in a sink drain in a patient’s room, so they tore out the plumbing. And they kept finding it in patients, at a rate of about one per week.“Every single time a new patient, a new case came to light, it felt like a failure,” Palmore said. “It felt like a string of failures.”As hospital staff desperately raced to stanch the outbreak, they also struggled to treat the infected. They infused patients with colistin, a decades-old antibiotic that fell out of favor after it became apparent it can severely damage the kidneys. While colistin defeated the superbug in a few NIH patients, in at least four, the bacteria evolved so rapidly it outran colistin, too. Those four died.“This is the moment that my professors talked about when we would run out of antibiotics,” said Palmore, recalling 20-year-old medical school lectures that warned of a new era of nasty superbugs.The strict infection-control measures eventually paid off. The last new case was found in January, and no new cases have occurred since, she said. However, two Klebsiella-positive patients remain at the hospital.“I would say we controlled the outbreak, but we’re in constant danger of transmission from patients still here,” she said. “We’re not out of the woods yet.”To slow the spread of superbugs, hospitals and long-term care facilities such as nursing homes must be ever-vigilant, the CDC’s Kallen said. Although most hospitals can’t afford the extreme measures the NIH implemented, the CDC encourages hospitals to adhere to the basics, such as constant hand-scrubbing and isolation of infected patients.Surveillance is key to stemming hospital-borne outbreaks, he said, especially in light of the lack of new superbug-fighting drugs in the pharmaceutical industry’s pipeline.“We’re talking in the range of a decade before we have new antibiotics that might be able to help,” Kallen said.



Possible Transmission Routes in NIH 
KPC Outbreak 

Snitkin, E.S. Science Translational Medicine 2012;4:1-9 

Epi Investigation Clonal outbreak of Klebsiella 
pneumoniae ST258 

 
Index patient known to be 
colonized and isolated at 

admission 
 

Discharged 3 weeks prior to the 
second case being recognized 

 
18 patients over 6 months 

Death directly related to KPC in 6 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Patient transferred to the NIH June 13, 2011– known KPC – ST 258 Kleb Pneumo – isolated immediately with enhanced contact precautions – hospitalized one month and discharged – she had no overlap with any other patient.Nil for 3 weeks. Then, another patient with the same isolate was discovered – ‘pop up’ in a tracheal aspirate.  Then, one patient per week for the next 17 weeks ‘popped up’ - 18 patients and 11 deaths over 6 months.Whole Genome Sequencing used to elucidate the outbreak. 3 different KPC lineages were found in the index patient who had been colonized for months. The urine contained the ancestral strain.  BAL/Groin had a second strain, while the throat had a third strain, all distinguished by SNV’s (single nucleotide variants)Outbreak:  3 different transmisison events involving 3 strain variants from Patient 1 to 3, 9 and 15.   (note that patient #2 turned out not to be the second patient in the sequence, although she was identified 10 days earlier than patient 3; patient 3 overlapped with patient 1 in the ICU)Outbreak was controlled using enhanced contact precautions (gloves and gowns by everyone entering the room) and +++ rectal screening



Control Strategies 
1. Strict enhanced contact precautions for all 

patients (universal gloves/gowns for entry) 
2. Cohorting of patients and staff (including ICU) 
3. 24/7 monitoring of IPC precautions 
4. Dedicated equipment (Extensive cleaning if shared) 

5. Double cleaning of vacated rooms with bleach 
6. Terminal cleans with Hydrogen Peroxide vapor 
7. Active surveillance cultures in ICU and wards 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Active surveillance cultures in ICU and wards with cases are required before outbreaks occur



NIH KPC Outbreak - ?? Transmission Routes 

Epi Investigation 
+  Whole Genome Sequencing 

epi link 

No epi link 

Snitkin, E.S. Science Translational Medicine 2012;4:1-9 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whole Genome Sequencing combined with conventional hospital epidemiology helped elucidate the sequence of the outbreakAt least 3 different transmission events from at least 2 different sites in index patient led to 2 major clusters of infectionsPatient transferred to the NIH June 13, 2011– known KPC – ST 258 Kleb Pneumo – isolated immediately with enhanced contact precautions – hospitalized one month and discharged – she had no overlap with any other patient.Nil for 3 weeks. Then, another patient with the same isolate was discovered – ‘pop up’ in a tracheal aspirate.  Then, one patient per week for the next 17 weeks ‘popped up’ - 18 patients and 11 deaths over 6 months.Whole Genome Sequencing used to elucidate the outbreak. 3 different KPC lineages were found in the index patient who had been colonized for months. The urine contained the ancestral strain.  BAL/Groin had a second strain, while the throat had a third strain, all distinguished by SNV’s (single nucleotide variants)Outbreak:  3 different transmisison events involving 3 strain variants from Patient 1 to 3, 9 and 15.   (note that patient #2 turned out not to be the second patient in the sequence, although she was identified 10 days earlier than patient 3; patient 3 overlapped with patient 1 in the ICU)Outbreak was controlled using enhanced contact precautions (gloves and gowns by everyone entering the room) and +++ rectal screening



NIH Follow-up – Active Surveillance 

• Perirectal and/or throat/groin swabs twice weekly from ICU 
and high risk wards 

• July 2012 - All transfers from other facilities had surveillance 
cultures for 2 consecutive days with pre-emptive isolation 
until clear 

• September 2013 - Admission 
surveillance cultures for all patients 

• Cohorting patients and staff with KPC 



Conlan, S. et al. Sci Transl Med 6, 254ra126 (2014) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
20 isolates studied to understand the plasmid transmission patterns for CPE.14,204 surveillance cultures from 1086 patients and 416 environemental samples were collected20 isolates were studied:  2 from the 2011 NIH outbreak, 10 from 2012-13 NIH patients, 2 from NIH patients identified elsewhere and 6 environemtnal culturesThe previous WGS/epi study allowed created of an integrated tranmsision map.In this study, they were interested in the next layer of complexity, the plasmid transmission network.A surprisingly complex network of plasmids with incredible diversity was found; CRE isolates carry an average of 3 plamsids (62 total for the 20 isolates studied.)Only a few examples of horizontal plasmid transfer were detected.Triple threatResistance to most (if not all) antimicrobialsIncidence is climbing globally – quadrupled in the U.S. over the last decade (and it is just a matter of time until we see increasing rates in Canada)CRE are easily transmitted in health care settings (from patients with asymptomatic intestinal colonization)CRE have the potential to spread antibiotic resistance through plasmid transfer to other speciesTriple Threat of CREResistant to most antibiotics with significant mortality (40-80%) from infectionsTransmitted easily in the hospital setting with increasing incidencePlasmid transfer allows spread of resistance to other bacteria and species



Conlan, S. et al. Sci Transl Med 6, 254ra126 (2014) 

• Multiple CPO strains (Klebsiella, Escherichia, 
Enterobacter, Citrobacter and Pantoea) 

• Carbapenemase is carried on multiple 
plasmids, including a novel promiscuous one 

• Horizontal transfer of plasmids between strains 
was noted, mostly in the environment 

• Very complex network of plasmids with 
incredible diversity and range 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
14,204 surveillance cultures from 1086 patients and 416 environemental samples were collected20 isolates were studied:  2 from the 2011 NIH outbreak, 10 from 2012-13 NIH patients, 2 from NIH patients identified elsewhere and 6 environemtnal culturesThe previous WGS/epi study allowed created of an integrated tranmsision map.In this study, they were interested in the next layer of complexity, the plasmid transmission network.A surprisingly complex network of plasmids with incredible diversity was found; CRE isolates carry an average of 3 plamsids (62 total for the 20 isolates studied.)Only a few examples of horizontal plasmid transfer were detected.



J Clin Microbiol 2013;51:2406-2408. 

• 26 isolates of E. cloacaea 
• 16 patients: 7 infected/9 

colonized over 14 months 
• ≥ 7 strains of E. cloacaea 
• Multiple plasmids 28-103 kb 

• Single Tn4401 structure 
containing blaKPC 

PFGE XbaI Plasmid EcoR1 

Outbreak of a single 
gene or transposon 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This study highlights the complexity of a KPC outbreak at a single hospital.26 KPC-3 isolates from 16 patients over 14 months – multiple plasmids in diverse non-clonal Enterobacter backgroundsAll had a similar Tn4401 transposon structure surrounding the BlaKPC, suggesting that the same transposon was present among all the isolates and plamidsMultiple modes of spread were responsible for dissemination of these isolates



“The future of humanity and 
microbes will likely evolve 

as…episodes of our wits vs.   
their genes” 

Dr. Joshua Lederberg 
1953 



We Can’t Win This War. 



MDRO Mitigation Strategies 

Prevent 
Emergence 
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Prevent 
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Environmental 
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Contact Precautions 

Cohorting Prevent Infection 
in Those 
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Decolonization 
Prevention Bundles 

(SSI;BSI;VAP;UTI) After D. Diekema 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Antimicrobial Use is a risk factor for isolation of MDR-GNB and subsequent infection (including CRE)Reducing Antimicrobial use has been temporally associated with decreasing resistanceHow effective are contact precautions in reducing MDR-GNB spread?  We don’t really know.  Most data is from outbreak settings.



Summary of CRE Control Strategies 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hand Hygiene – educate/promote, monitor and provide feedback, ensure accessSupplemental measures for use with evidence of CRE transmissionACF – acute care faciliity



Hand Hygiene Reduces Infection 

Kirkland, K. et al, BMJ Qual Saf 2012;21:1019-1026. 

Increasing 
Hand Hygiene 

Decreasing 
HAI Infection Index 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Healthcare –Associated Infection Index Rate = total occurrences of HAI’s (including BSI’s, CDI and S. aureus) divided by inpatient days (calculated monthly) – this was the primary outcome measure of the Hand Hygiene initiative at Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center (383 beds – 60% private rooms)This represents 3 years of intervention followed by 1 year of follow-up.  HH increased from 41% to 87% (and then to 91% in the follow-up year).  This large improvement in hospital-wide HH was associated with a signficant, sustained reduction in HAI’s.This is a scatterplot of monthly HH rates plotted against HAI Index Rate over 4 years



Rajapaskse, N. Vayalumkal, J. Gregson, D., Louie, T., Conly, J. et al. ICHE;2014:35:450-51. 

• 2 months screening in 4 Calgary Hospitals 
• 13,835 admissions – questionnaire in 48% 
• 206 (3.1%) had some out of country medical care 
• 70 (0.5%) had inpatient hospitalization 
• 101 patients screened for CRE – none positive 
• Pre-emptive isolation = 400K for inpatient stays 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Screening – Who, What, When, How?   Those Hospitalized Out of Country – 50% compliance with questionnaire



Huang, S.S. et al. N Engl J Med 2013;368:2255-65. 

Climo, M.W. et al.  N Engl J Med. 2013;368:533-42. 

Milstone, A.M. et al. Lancet 2013;381:1099-106. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Climo – daily bathing with CHG (8 ICU’s and 1 BMTx) reduced acquisition of ARO’s and BSI’s – all Gram PositiveHuang – Daily CHG in 78 ICU’s in 45 Hospitals (and Mupirocin for 5 days) reduced MRSA infections and BSI’s – all Gram PositiveMilstone – Daily CHG in Pediatric ICU’s reduced Total Bacteremias (with non-signficiant reduction in CLABI’s) – All Gram PositiveClimo:  multi-centre cluster-randomized non-blinded cross-over trial of CHG vs. non-antimicrobial cloths in 9 ICU’s and BMTx units in 6 hospitals – daily bathing with CHG reduced MDRO acquisition and bloodstream infections with Gram Postiive but not Gram Negative organisms (no discussion of GNB’s – focus on MRSA and VRE)Huang - Cluster-randomized controlled trial 78 adult ICU’s in 45 hospitals looking at 3 different screening/isolation/decolonization strategies - Decolonization reduced MRSA clinical infections by 37% and Bloodstream Infections by 44% - impact was on Gram positive but not gram negative infections.Milstone - cluster-randomised crossover trial in 10 PICU’s – total bacteremias were reduced with CHG daily bathing but impact was on Gram positive and not Gram negative organisms.The Climo study was a multi-centre cluster-randomized non-blinded cross-over trial of CHG vs. non-antimicrobial cloths in 9 ICU’s and BMTx in 6 hospital. Multi-centre (9 ICU’s and BMT units in 6 hospitals), cluster-randomized nonblinded trial of daily CHG vs. non-antimicroibal washcloths with crossover for additional 6 months 7727 total patients – overall MDRO acquisition rate was reduced 23% with CHG annd overall BSI rate was decreased by 28%.  They looked at MDRO (Gram +) acquisition and found a decrease with CHG.  However, while there was a difference in Gm+ (S. aureus and CNS) BSI’s there was no difference in GNB BSI’s.The Huang study was a Cluster-randomized controlled trial with 12 mos. for baseline monitoring and 18 mos. for intervention involving 78 adult ICU’s in 45 hospitals – total of 74,256 patients.3 interventions:  Group 1: MRSA screening at ICU with contact precautions for those positive;  Group 2: MRSA screening with targeted decolonizetion of those with MRSA using Mupirocin + Daily CHG; Group 3 – Universal decoloinization with CHG daily + Mupirocin bid for 5 days.Universal Decolonization reduced MRSA clinical infections by 37% and Bloodstream Infections by 44% - impact was on Gram positive but not gram negative infections.The Milstone study was performed in children in ICU’s – cluster-randomised crossover trial in 10 PICU’s.  Total Bacteremias were reduced with CHG bathing; CLABSI’s decreased but not signficiantly.  The impact was exclusively on Gram Postiives with no reduction in Gram negative bacteremias.



JAMA Online Jan. 20, 2015  doi:10.1001/jama.2014.18400 

Daily Bathing 
with CHG did 

not reduce 
HAI’s 

including CDI 
and MDRO’s 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Single –centre cluster randomied crossover study of 9340 patients admitted to 5 Adult ICU’s – randomized to 2% CHG clots vs. non-antiseptic cloths with 3 cross-overs for each ICU



Reduced susceptibility 
to CHG may contribute 
to the success of K. 
pneumoniae as a 
nosocomial pathogen 
and may provide a 
selective advantage to 
the global epidemic 
strain Kp ST258 

Naparstek, L. et al. J Hosp Infect. 2012;81:15-19. 

Kp ST258 

Other XDR Kp 
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Presentation Notes
MIC’s for CHG in 126 multi-drug resistant Kleb pneumo clinical isolates were tested (70 were the ST258 clone that is causing global/Israeli outbreaks and 56 were other XDR-Kleb pneumos)CHG MIC was higher for ST258 strains (black vs. gray bars)



Prevention of MDR – GNBs 
Poor Evidence Base 

• Reduce Emergence 
– Antimicrobial Stewardship 

• Limit Transmission 
– Hand Hygiene 
– Contact Precautions 
– Environmental Disinfection 

• Prevent Infection Among those Colonized 
– Horizontal Prevention Bundles 



Vertical vs. Horizontal 

Horizontal (Broad-based) 
Interventions 
 
Hand Hygiene 
Environmental Cleaning 
Cleaning of Shared Equipment 
(Universal Decolonization?) 

Vertical 
(Organism-

Specific) 
 Interventions 

 
Screening 
Isolation 
Targeted 

Decolonization 

Marmuthu, K and Harbarth, S. Curr Opin Infect Dis 2014, 27:356–362  

Infection Control 
Reboot 
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Presentation Notes
Vertical 
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